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ABSTRACT: DRSIM (Dalat Reactor SM1.1hitiOll) computer code has been developed for Dalat
Reactor transient analysis. It is basically aCOUPled 11CL1 troiiics-liy(ti-odyliaiiiics-lieat transfer code
employing point kinetics, one dimensional hydrodynamics and one dimensional heat transfer.
The work ws financed by VAECand DNRI in he ftanieworkOf ilStilt-16011,11 UD programme.
Some trajisient problems related to eactivity and loss of coolant flow was carried OW by DRSIM
LISillg tempet-aftlre and void coefficielltS C,11CUlated by WIMS and FIE-XNOD2D codes.

INTWDUCTION
Since te Dalat Research Reactor (DRR ws put ito operation, several studies

have been done i te fields of thermal-hydraulics icluding theoretical esearch and
experimental measurements. Most of these ave looked at only steady-s(ate I] or normal
transient conditions. Based oi te esults of these Studies, some safety analyses ave
been performed to ensure ta te reactor operatio i Silfe Under (lie design conditions
[21.

Actually, some transient poblems had been Paralyze ad pesented Ili 13] by the
designers, but the used code ad odel were not include ad safety firrilts d ot
clearly Point Out.

In the rame-work of the istitutional R&D program, DRSIM (Dalat Reactor
SIMulation) as been developed for aalyzing the transien poblems in DRR. Besides,
,some rittisient problems rlitled (O reactivity and loss of coolant ow ws carned out by
DRSIM using temperature Mid Vi Cefficients CiliCt-dated by WIMS and HEXN0l)2D
codes.

The reactor model 4,5]
In DRSIM ractor power can be given as input data or calculated at any tansient

time using point kinetics model The dynamic eactivity pesented in te pint kinetics
CCILN16011S i 1llC-CICpClldClll function of' all Contro rds, I-cactivily alld 1-cactivily

feedback du t Poisoning FiSSiOll I-OCILICIS and chan-in- core temperature.
t ID

A one-diniensional for thermal-hydraulics will b used Tus, the reactor core is
SUl1diN'ldCd io l 11-1111bff Of' axial Planes Belong hich file radial recall transfer in an
average FUCI ssembly will be considered. For hydro-dyllarnics tile ore, (fie chimney
and tile pool ae also subdivided ito it ilUmber of' regions Belong [lie flow direction.
Conservation of mass, morrictiturn and energy i uped form is applied to wite the
C(IW1tjOllS fr lliIS.S (M), flow (W) Wid crithitipy (1-1) within each region. All water
properties, averaged in a egion, are calculated at ydrostatic pessure (P) that obtained
fro te equation of state.

Figure 1 sows te hydraulic network of reaclor heat transfer system. Tus, the
heat gnerated in te fuel is tansferred troug te cladding to tile coolant flow n tile
core (symbolized as 000). The heated water fom te core comes into the chimney (as
100), then flows to te upper open pool (as 200) Fom tis, if tile put-lip is working a
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fixed flow (G) determined by pump capacity goes out to the cooling system (as 400).
The same pump flow (G) with known inlet temperature (TI) comes from the cooling
system (as 500) into the lower pool (as 300). The coolant circulation is maintained by
natural convection.

In principle, the more of nodes the better calculation results can be achieved.
However, to save the calculation time, only the reactor core will be subdivided into
nodes-links. Each of other regions will be considered as a single node.

In our model, the core is presented by a number of average channels, as if all
fuel channels have the same radial power factor k, = 1. Thermal hydraulic equations
solved for this to obtain all nodes and link parameters. These parameters are adequate to
calculate the temperature reactivity feedback for the point kinetics. Then, the hottest
channel will be calculated using inlet and outlet pressures obtained from the average
channel calculation. The hottest channel calculations are necessary to have the
maximum temperature and heat flux for safety reason.

in each channel, the fuel will be considered as plate type and water circulates in
the gap between the two parallel fuel plates.

Simulation modes and example

The point kinetics equations with Xenon poisoning, temperature reactivity
feedback, void effect and external reactivity insertion and thermal dynamics equations
will be coded by modules as shown in Figure 2 The differential equations are solved
numerically by the finite difference method ad the equation of state is solved by rate
method 8].

Begles-Rhosenow correlation is used to predict the onset of surface nucleate
boiling while the critical heat flux is estimated by Mirshak correlation.

Two simulation modes were investigated; the first is a power change and the
other one reactivity change. For the power change mode, the reactor power Is given as a
function of time, usually as an exponential with a constant period.

In the reactivity change mode, an external reactivity is inserted as a function of
time considering eactivity feedback. For example, a positive reactivity is inserted by
uncontrolled wthdrawal of a control od.

In either of these two modes, pump flow or coolant temperature at the inlet into
the reactor pool is given as input with time. Two cases attracting more attention are
when the secondary cooling loop is not working and when the reactor is in self-cooling
mode. In both cases, the inlet coolant temperature is taken as upper pool water
temperature.

Figure 3 shows a transient example in reactivity change mode by uncontroled
withdrawal of a shim rod from 1$ subcritical condition.

CONCLUSIONS

DRSIM was applied for the DRR in the second reloading in 2002. The calculated
results are in good agreement with experiment data in steady-state 7]. The results of an
example reactivity transient calculation for DRR are not so far different compare to
those obtained by using PARET code. By using the code, several postulated transients
have been studied and presented in [5]. However, the code has not been validated by
code-experiment comparison in transient conditions.
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Input

Initial conditions
t 0

Mode: p Mode: p

Point kinetics
p P(t) Z = p(p O

I 
t + At Thermal power t = At

+ Pfp

Heat transfer and Reactivity
hydrodynamics =

W, Tf, T, u Pin+PT+PXc+Pvc)id
Tr""', ONB, CBF

output

Figure 2 Flow chart of the DRR simulation code
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Figure 3 A transient sample in reactivity change mode
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